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Naruto was a young shinobi with an incorrigible knack for mischief. Then he channeled that energy

into learning amazing ninja techniques and saving the world! Now Naruto has achieved his dream to

become the greatest ninja in the village and his face sits atop the Hokage monument. But new

troubles are bubbling up in the shinobi world... With the world now safe and the ninja villages

working together, Naruto&#39;s work as Hokage seems pretty mundane. Giving his son, Boruto,

enough attention is the toughest task he has. But then Sasuke uncovers a conspiracy that may

involve surviving members of the Uchiha clan. And at the same time, Sarada is begins to have

doubts about the truth of her origins.
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Gr 6 Up-This stand-alone set in the "Naruto" universe focuses on an 11-year-old girl named Sarada

who sets off on a quest to find more information about her father. She and her friend Cho-Cho go

into the forest, where they find Lord Seventh (Naruto, the greatest ninja in the village). He rescues

them from an attacker and then brings them to a tower where Sarada's father, Sasuke, has been

staying. At times the plot moves quickly, with lots of action, fights, and magical ninja attacks. There

are many clones and characters with ocular powers and a character who is kidnapped through

teleportation. But sometimes, between the action scenes, the story slows down to focus on Sarada

and the drama unfolding in her life. There are multiple flashbacks here, both Sarada thinking back to



her childhood and Naruto thinking back to his own youth as he tries to connect to her search for her

real parents. The artwork is filled with energy, from the dramatic close-ups of characters' faces

during emotional scenes to blurs of motion during the fight scenes. This book would be most

appreciated by fans of the "Naruto" universe, because they will understand the background of the

characters and will enjoy the flashbacks to the earlier books in the series. VERDICT For Naruto fans

and completists.-Andrea Lipinski, New York Public LibraryÃŽÂ±(c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals

LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.

Author/artist Masashi Kishimoto was born in 1974 in rural Okayama Prefecture, Japan. Like many

kids, he was first inspired to become a manga artist in elementary school when he read Dragon Ball.

After spending time in art college, he won the Hop Step Award for new manga artists with his story

Karakuri. After considering various genres for his next project, Kishimoto decided on a story steeped

in traditional Japanese culture. His first version of Naruto, drawn in 1997, was a one-shot story

about fox spirits; his final version, which debuted in Weekly Shonen Jump in 1999, quickly became

the most popular ninja manga in the world. The series would also spawn multiple anime series,

movies, novels, video games and more. Having concluded the series in late 2014, Masashi

Kishimoto has kept himself busy this year with the side story Naruto: The Seventh Hokage and the

Scarlet Spring and writing the story for the latest Naruto movie, Boruto: Naruto the Movie, both of

which will focus on the title character&#39;s son, Boruto.

I actually enjoyed this. I wasn't expecting much going in since I wasn't a huge fan of the Boruto

movie, but it was much more interesting to focus on Sarada and Sasuke. I always wished the series

put more focus on the female characters. Kishimoto does a really good job of creating really cool

and interesting female characters, but he has a tendency to underutilize them, so I was especially

happy to see both Sarada and Chocho on the cover. Chocho was more annoying than funny or

helpful, which was a little disappointing, but Sarada made up for it. Overall, if you're a diehard

Naruto fan, it's definitely worth reading. If you managed to finish all of Naruto, all 700 chapters, like I

have, you should absolutely read this. Why not? You've already read 700 chapters! A couple more

won't hurt.*Spoilers Ahead*I was dissatisfied with the conclusion since I felt it directly contradicted

the message the entire thing was trying to send. Having a the huge dilemma of not knowing if her

mother is really Sakura took a lot out of Sarada. At the end, it seemed like the moral of this story

was "Sakura raised you; therefore, she's your 'real' mom, no matter what." To get the definitive

answer of "Your birth mother is Sakura" actually drove home a different message. Since Sarada's



birth mother was Sakura the whole time, it seemed to say that "blood is thicker than water" despite

the fact that the rest of the manga was devoted to saying that "blood isn't thicker than water." I feel

that it would have made more sense and have been more powerful if Karin was Sarada's birth

mother. It would add so much to Sakura's character to say that she raised Sarada knowing that they

weren't related by blood and loving her more than her birth mother ever could. Also, how did Sasuke

survive long enough to reproduce? That kid was begging for a Darwin Award with the idiotic

mistakes he was making for the majority of the series.

Good story lines and good art drownings. Got this book cause I really love naruto I watched naruto

when I was little and now to be honest that's the only amine show I watch and Manga I read just a

fan of naruto and I know there's more good and awesome amine/Manga books out there and I'm

glad Kishimoto Masashi made Naruto

Storly focuses on Sasukes daughter, but that certainly isn't a negative. Seeing Naruto struggle with

his new responsibilities, Sasuke not brooding through the whole story, and Sakura's parental drama

make this a great continuation for the fans of the series. The new charachters are also very different

and that makes them interesting. Looking forward to reading more about Boruto and Sarada, and all

the new charachters we will come to know.

good

Great book I completely love it.

Great continuation of the Naruto Saga. Self contained Story focuses on Sarada the daughter of

Sasuke. Worth the read for any Naruto fan. Doesn't end on a cliff hanger but definitely leaves me

wanting more!

Awesome, awesome, AWESOME!Excellent quality, just ... awesome.I am fangirling so hard, what

will the generation of Boruto and Sarada bring?! I can't wait.Love it, I've read it several

timesEXCELLENT BIRTHDAY GIFT!

Boyfriend loves naruto and said this was a good read!
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